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Abstract:
Nowadays, financial markets have become more complex and have given rise to more research opportunities, one of which focuses on research related to the pricing of various financial instruments used in options trading. In this essay, a gradual process of reflection is used to deepen the option pricing theory. Firstly, an effective mathematical method for pricing option contracts is using the binomial tree model, a relatively straightforward way of calculating the value of an option. However, it has only two upward and downward trends and has limitations that are the most different from the actual market conditions. That is why the study will have to continue in-depth to get as close as possible to the real situation in the market. The next step is to make the model more in line with market reality by adding a possible rate of change, resulting in the Trinomial Tree Model. The model incorporates the possibility of future price increases, decreases, or stabilization (the third change). The Trinomial Tree Model follows the no-arbitrage principle and removes the assumption of a risk-free market opportunity. This paper derives a method for constraining market prices under risk-neutral conditions. This is crucial for investors seeking profitable outcomes in options trading. The main objective of this research-based paper is to develop a complete theory of option pricing in a one-step trinomial tree model.
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1. Introduction
Option pricing methods are discussed in the study of complex financial market changes and the appreciation and depreciation of stocks and bonds under different market scenarios under the basic condition of no arbitrage. In work, group discussions and mathematical operations are carried out for different ranges of values in the completing market, and conclusions are drawn at the end.

2. Binomial Tree Model
The binomial tree model is an effective method to determine option prices. The model was first introduced by Cox et al., Rendleman, and Bartter in 1979 [1]. In the binomial model, only two possible outcomes correspond to stock value appreciation and depreciation, respectively [2].

\[ X_t = N^B B_t + N^S S_t = \begin{cases} N^B (1 + r) + N^S S_0 u, & \text{with probability } p \\ N^B (1 + r) + N^S S_0 d, & \text{with probability } 1 - p \end{cases} \]

The wealth at time one \( t = 1 \), the total value of the asset:

Assume at time one \( t = 1 \), the total value of the asset:

The following conditions are followed throughout the article. Only two primary assets are being traded in the entire market. One is the bond, the risk-free asset, and every period, it will have a certain rate of increase. The start moment of the value of the bond simplifies as \( B_0 \). The certain rate of the increase simplifies as \( r \), so each year, the annually changing rate is \( (1 + r) \). The value for a certain period of the bond \( B_1 = (1 + r) B_0 \). (t is the number of the step of the binomial tree model). Another primary asset is stock. The value of the stock can be divided into two situations since the value of the stock can rise or go down. The probability of the stock appreciation is denoted by \( p \), then the probability of the depreciation is \( 1 - p \). The value of the stock is \( S_0 \), and the next step has probability be the \( S(j - 1)u \), and \( 1 - p \) probability be the \( S(j - 1)d \) [3].
\[ X_0 = \frac{1}{1+r} \left( qF(S_0u) + (1-q)F(S_0d) \right). \]  

(4)

However, the binomial tree model is far from the actual situation, is less efficient, and does not help the user to get pricing effectively, so the next part will move to the trinomial tree model. In the next model, there is one more fork, which leads to faster convergence, thus helping the user get the desired result faster. We will move to the second main part, the trinomial tree model.

3. Trinomial tree model

The \( S(0) \) and \( S(1) \) are defined to be the stock price at time 0 and 1, at present, the time \( t=0 \). Assuming there are three cases at time \( t \), which is stock price going up to \( S(t) = S(0)u \), stock price goes to \( S(t) = S(0)m \), or stock price goes down to \( S(t) = S(0)d \), respectively. And \( F(S(0)) \) is defined as the option price when stock price is \( S(0) \), \( r \) is risk free interest rate [4].

Then, the value of \( S(1) \) can be expressed as follows:

\[ S(1) = \begin{cases} 
S(0)u, \text{ with probability } p_u \\
S(0)m, \text{ with probability } p_m \\
S(0)d, \text{ with probability } p_d 
\end{cases} \]  

(5)

Probability together is 1.

The payoff obtained by purchasing \( NB \) units of bond with \( NS \) units of stock replicates the same payoff as purchasing the option. When the stock price rises by a \( u \) amount of change, the second equation when there is a \( m \) amount of change in the value of the stock (uncertainty of the price goes up, down, or no change), and the third equation when the value of the stock falls by a \( d \) amount. And the simulation of this portfolio holds when the starting price is equal to the price of the option’s payoff at this stage. By using the replication strategy (NB, NS), we obtain three equations:

\[ N^0(1+r) + N^S(S_0u) = F(S_0u), \]
\[ N^0(1+r) + N^S(S_0m) = F(S_0m), \]
\[ N^0(1+r) + N^S(S_0d) = F(S_0d). \]  

(6)

Unfortunately, equations with two unknowns and three equations do not always have a solution. Indeed, there are two variables \( NB, NS \) with three equations; therefore, it is not always possible to solve these equations and determine the option price this way.

It is calculated that there can be a solution only if the option price is actually within this range:

\[ \frac{1+r-m}{u-m}S_0(u-m) \leq X_0 \leq \frac{1+r-d}{u-d}S_0(u-m). \]  

(7)

4. Completing the market

Previously, in the last part, the research focused on an incomplete market characterized by two variables (NB and NS) and three equations. A further primary asset is introduced to complete the market, which in turn has three equations and three unknowns, making the unsolved equation solvable. In a complete market, items can be traded continuously without intermediate loss [5].

The amount of change in the price of the new option under the newly introduced asset has to be classified and discussed. The amount of change in the new asset, \( w \), is classified into four cases: \( w \) is greater than \( u \), \( u \) is greater than \( m \), \( m \) is greater than \( w \) is greater than \( d \), and \( w \) is less than \( d \). However, given the limited level of computation and mathematical skills, the results are still subject to further consideration.
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